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1. Introduction

For human cancer diseases, high dimensional

molecular profiles such as RNA-seq data and gene

expression data can be effeciently obtained from

platforms such as advanced molecular sequencing, etc

[1]. The usage of high-dimensional genomic data has

been increased for effective decision-making in clinical

field, and for elucidating the biological mechanisms in

the cancer gene data. For survival distribution

estimation from the data, there are many methods

available, which is collectively called as survival

analysis which produces an output called the survival

time which depends on the event of interest observed

from cancer patients. Handling missing data is an

predominant part of survival analysis. One such data is

called right-censoring data of cancer patients. For

analyzing clinical trials data such as time-to-event

data, the survival Hazards regression model called

Proportional hazard Cox model (Cox-PH) is the most

widely used approach [2, 3]. With very few

assumptions, Cox-ph is an effective semi-parametric

model which interprets risk factor's effects in an

effective way.

Eventhough, the Cox-PH model is high efficient,

the conventional model have some limitations such as

(1) Analyzing low-sample sized data which are

high-dimensional; and (2) While handling the covariates

which has some highly nonlinear relationship between

them. When we train the datasets which are

high-dimensional in case, most of the results were

either over-fitted or it become infeasible [6]. As a

consequence, clinical information datasets with large

sample sized and which has a very low dimension,

were used for the survival prediction of patients

through the conventional Cox-PH. Additionally, for the

selection algorithm to be guaranteed, an highly efficient

approach for selecting features which includes almost

all of the significant covariates [7]. For chronic human

diseases, there is an highly non-linear impact on the

patient survival by the genomic information of patients
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요 약
In 2020, the COVID-19 pandemic dominated the global consciousness, directing health policy

and research efforts. Glioblastoma multiforme (GBM), the most common malignant brain tumor,
universally carries a poor prognosis. Despite aggressive multimodality treatment, the median
survival is ~18-20 months, depending on molecular subgroups. Developing cancer patient's
treatment in not only important, by using clinical and genomic data we have to understand and
improve the survival prediction of cancer patients through biological complex mechanisms, is more
vital in these days. Looking forward, defining the predictive value and clinical utility of detecting
resistance mechanisms in 'real time', and to increase the speed, efficiency and accuracy of
predictive biomarker analysis, will bring the field closer to a cost-effective and, notably,
patient-centric reality. In this thesis, we proposed a biologically interpretable pathway-based
autoencoder model named PBAE, which is an simple Artificial Neural Network which combines
both clinical data and high dimensional cancer gene expression data for anlysing the survival of
GBM cancer patients. And the ensemble model with max Linear predictors has achieved a very
high c-index metric of 0.7314, which clearly illustrated that the proposed PBAE model has better
performance and more effective than the state-of-art models.
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[8], but the covariate's Linear contribution has been

assumed by the basic cox-ph model. The censored

survival phenotypes, have some linear effects on

profiles of gene expressions like overall survival time

and relapse time. To manage them, they implemented

an cox-ph based on Kernel. [9]. It is still challenging

to seek the optimal kernel function, Eventhough with

hyper-parameters of optimal pair, it is difficult to get

an kernel function which is optimal because, at the

starting itself the models have to specify the kernel

function incase of kernel-based models.

2. Related Works

For the survival prediction of cancer patients, many

models related to deep learning techniques which have

integrated the output layer as basic Cox-ph model

have been proposed.

2.1 Cox-nnet Model

For regression problem, such as regularized Cox-PH

regression, they proposed an simple Neural network

called Cox-nnet to handle high-throughput RNA

sequencing data [10]. The activation patterns in the

hidden nodes of the Cox-nnet model were distinct and

those features for reducing the dimension for sensitive

reduction for survival. Moreover, the Cox-nnet model

has one cox layer as output and 1-2 hidden layers

only. Hence, the framework of Cox-nnet model is too

simple.

2.2 DeepSurv Model
DeepSurv is a combination neural network with

standard Cox-PH regression, and it is deep

feed-forwarded for enhancement in prediciting the

survival of cancer patients, and it should also serve for

the personalized treatment as an recommendation

system [11]. But the limitation of this deepsurv model

is that, the clinical data with very low-dimension

were anlaysed. And the number of variables was also

less than 20.

2.3 CoxPASNet Model

In deep learning model it is a bit complex task to

integrate Clinical dta or multi-omnics data or varieties

of data. For improving the performance of survivcal

prediction analysis, there has been many studies

proposed to levarage the Clinical and Multi-omnics

data [12, 13, 14]. With the help of an matrix form

such as augmented matrix, we can retresent those

heterogeneous datasets. In the CoxPASNet neural

network model, the Pathway layers with the help of

pathway masks obtained from pathway databases

embed the patient's cancer survival informations and it

also understands the complex bilogical mechanims

associated with the survival of patients.

2.4 AECOX Model
As an effective dimensionality reduction technique,

the Autoencoder (AE) framework can lead to efficient

lower dimensional representations using unsupervised or

supervised learning. An Autoencoder based approach

(called AECOX) [15] for cancer prognosis prediction

with simultaneous learning of lower dimensional

representation of inputs. In AECOX, the code from AE

will link to a Cox regression layer for the prognosis.

Both losses from the AE networks and Cox regression

layer will be counted to train the entire network

weights through back-propagation.

3. PBAE Model:

The framework of PBAE contains two stages. First,

training the autoencoder model completely, and with

trained weights then the extracted input gene features

are reduced into single-dimensional linear prediction in

stage two. Then, resulting representations are fed to

the Cox-PH survival Analysis. The whole PBAE

framework is shown in Figure 1. PBAE has multiple

layers in it. PBAE requires two types of ordered data,

gene expression data and clinical data from the same

patients. The pipeline layers of the two data types are

merged in the last hidden layer and produces a

Prognostic Index (PI), which is an input to Cox

proportional hazards regression. In this study, we

included only age as clinical data. Higher- dimensional

clinical data are desired to be integrated with hidden

layers in the clinical pipeline.

The gene layer is an input layer of PBAE,

introducing zero-mean gene expression data (X) with n

patient samples of p gene expressions, i.e., X={x1,...,xp}

and ∼N(0,1).The pathway layer incorporates prior

biological knowledge, so that the neural network of

PBAE can be biologically interpretable. To implement

the sparse connections between the gene and pathway

layers, we consider a binary bi-adjacency matrix called

pathway masks. The hidden layers depict the nonlinear

and hierarchical effects of pathways. The clinical layer

introduces clinical data to the model separately from

genomic data to capture clinical effects. The Cox layer

is the output layer that has only one node. The node

value produces a linear predictor, a.k.a. Risk Score from

both the genomic and clinical data, which is introduced

to a Cox-PH model.
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(Figure 1) (Architecture of Pathway based Auto-encoder model)

4. Evaluation

From TCGA we obtained the GBM cancer dataset

including both clinical and gene expression data

cBioPortal (www.cbioportal .org/datasets). And the

patients who doesn't have both death status event and

survival time were excluded. For pathway based

analysis, from the Molecular Signatures Database [45],

we downloaded biological pathways from both Reactome

and KEGG databases, because the pathways have the

prior knowledge about the complex metabolism of

cancer patients. We used C-index metrics, for

measuring the performance of cancer survival prediction

with censored data. The c-index measures concordant

(Figure 2) (C-index performance comparison between

CoxPASNet, PBAE and Ensemble Methods)

between observed survival time and the predicted score.

It is also known as the rank- correlation method. For

confirming the percentage of censoring is same on

each test, validation and train data, we splited GBM

datasets randomly like test data with 20% and the

remaining dataset is divide into two parts as 80%

training and 20% for validation for each experiments

conducted.

We have undergone an ablation study to enhance the

performance of the Cox-Ph survival analysis. Hence,

we adopted an ensemble method, in which the linear

predictors for ensemble methods were obtained from

both the models CoxPASNet and PBAE, and we made

multiple experiments like taking only Minimum, or only

Average or only Maximum of two set of linear

predictors. With the help of Censored events

(OS_Events) and ground truth (OS_Months) which has

the time to event information, we computed the

c-index. Out of several experiments, The Ensemble

model with the Max of two set of Linear predictors

achieved a very high c-index 0.7314 compared to other

ensemble method experiments and with both individual

models CoxPASNet and PBAE model. In the final

experiment, There were totally 522 in the Linear

predictors set. Out of 522 linear predictors, the PBAE

model has highest number of Max Linear predictor

(272) than the CoxPASNet model (250) respectively.
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5. Conclusion

In this article, we proposed an auto-encoder model

associated with cancer pathway mask called PBAE, for

GBM cancer survival analysis. We assessed the

TCGA's GBM dataset using the PBAE model. The

results obtained from the experiments illustrated that

the PBAE model has effectively overcomed the current

state of art models in survival prediction, such as

Cox-PASNet and we assesed the effectiveness of its

prediction using statistical methods. For analysis

purpose, we made an large matrix by integrating both

clinical and genomic data. And during that integration,

because of the unbalanced size between these two

dataset's covariates, The cancer clinical data, might be

dominated the genomic data due to its

high-dimensionality effect. Hence, our PBAE considers

two different layers for both genomic and clinical data

inorder to intrpret these two datasets individually in an

effective manner.
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